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Lights up on Cain dressed in a prison uniform.

CAIN
Eve got set up. No two ways about it. If God didn’t want anyone eating the apple, why 
put it in the Garden in the first place? It was just sitting there in plain sight. No fence, no 
guards, no security system. That’s asking for trouble. Plus God made the mistake of 
saying: don’t touch this. You tell a kid not to touch something what’s the first thing 
they’re going to do? Touch it. Everyone knows that. Eve taking the apple was all part of 
the plan. God wanted to throw them out of the Garden. It was a set up I tell you.

Lights up on Adam polishing a surfboard. 
(Note: if a surfboard is not available, Adam can 
be in swim trunks toweling himself off or some 
other activity that reads hanging at the beach).

ADAM
Of course I was mad. The Garden was plush. Perfect temperature. Plenty of food. No one 
had to work. You got to stroll around au naturel. So yeah, I was pretty torqued when we 
got booted. Eve’s got a great rack. I used to get stare at those puppies all day long. After 
we left she hardly ever let the girls out. Always has a headache. You know what it’s like. 
Sucks, man. But I can’t really blame her. The serpent made her do it.

Lights up on Eve making a pie.

EVE
I totally made up the part about the serpent. I know, it’s undefendable. But I panicked. 
God was pissed. And Adam was staring at me all big-eyed and disappointed. I had to 
think of something. I couldn’t very well tell them I ate the apple just to see what would 
happen. So I blamed the serpent.

Lights up on Stacy typing on a laptop.

STACY
Eve’s a bitch. I knew she was lying. She was going on and on about how the serpent 
made her do it, and how she was tricked, and how it wasn’t her fault, but I could tell it 
was bullshit. Parents always know when their kids aren’t telling the truth. Plus I checked 
the security camera footage. The serpent wasn’t anywhere near the tree.

CAIN
Why? Because God’s got a bad attitude. Totally has it out for my family. Well, me and 
my mom anyway. He likes dad, but he’s hated mom since day one. And if dad was going 
pick mom over God, then he had to go too.
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STACY
Of course there was a security camera! You think I’d leave The Tree of Knowledge out 
there unprotected? There were motion sensors in the ground too. Betcha’ didn’t know 
that either.

EVE
I felt kind of bad about it after the fact. Did you know that the serpent used to have these 
amazing legs and a pretty cool smile? But God changed all that. Turned the smite dial up 
to ten and dropped the lightning. Now the serpent has to crawl around on its belly for the 
rest of time. It’s a pretty raw deal. Snakes hate me because of it. Can’t really blame them. 
I’d hate me too.

CAIN
What do you mean I’m an unreliable witness? I’m no more biased than God is!

STACY
Why did I punish the serpent if I knew Eve was lying? Hello: ever hear of a little 
something called SHOWMANSHIP! It was theater, baby. You got to give the audience a 
little razzle-dazzle to pack them in the aisles. You want people to stand up and notice 
you, you better be ready to burn a couple bushes and drop a shit ton of frogs and locusts 
out of the sky. That’s just how it’s done!

CAIN
We’re not talking about Abel!

EVE
The person I really feel sorry for was Adam. He loved the Garden. It was his first home. I 
thought it was kind of boring myself. I’m not much of an outdoors-y girl. But for him it 
was perfect. Still, no one forced him to bite the apple.

ADAM
Because Eve asked me to try a bite. That’s why. She was already chomping down, and I 
figured by that point whatever was going to happen was going to happen. Sure I knew it 
was wrong, but when your wife asks you to do something, you do it. It’s just easier that 
way. Can you imagine the guilt trip I would have gotten if she got kicked out of the 
Garden and I didn’t? No thank you. So I took the punishment with her, held my head up 
high, and never said a word about it.

EVE
For six months all I heard was “why did you eat the apple,” “you never should have eaten 
the apple,” “I can’t believe you got us kicked out of the Garden.”
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